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Whereas, the Associated Students of the University of Montana (ASUM) strives to help
University of Montana students in many facets of their lives, which includes providing a
reasonable wage for student employees;

Whereas, from 2012-2013 the minimum wage in the state of Montana increased from
$7.65 to $7.90 per hour;

Whereas, ASUM has not granted a pay raise to the General Manager (GM) of KBGA in
several years;

Whereas, similar ASUM agencies compensate their directors at rates ranging from
minimum wage + $.50 to minimum wage + $1.00;

Whereas, currently the General Manager position for KBGA is listed in Section 3.0 of
ASUM Personnel Policy as:

“General Manager, 8.00”;

Therefore, Let It Be Further Resolved, that Section 3.0, KBGA, General Manager in
ASUM Personnel Policy be amended to read:

“General Manager, minimum wage + .50”.
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